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PD 51Z: staying possession claims
Cecily Crampin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This seminar is about possession claims, and PD 51Z which has stayed the majority of them, because of Covid-19 and the lockdown introduced in March.
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What this talk will cover

• What is PD 51Z and what does it do?
• What are the exceptions to the stay?

(a) injunctions
(b) trespassers
(c) exceptional cases?

• Directions
• How is this working in court?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When was it made, which claims are covered, and what is its effect
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What is PD 51Z?

• Brought in 26 March 2020
• PD in force until 30 October 2020

• Stay on proceedings brought under CPR Part 55
• Stay until 90 days from 27 March 2020
• Purpose: Covid-19 and court administration

• Exceptions extended on 20 April 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Government announcement about the time of lockdown: what it was going to do about evictionsAnnouncements about mortgage holidays, about preventing residential evictions, at about the same time we got the Coronavirus Act 2020, which for this area of law significantly: Increased notice periods for short residential tenancies to 3 monthsPrevented forfeiture for rent arrears for Part II 1954 Act commercial tenanciesPreventing evictions was done by the PD, but with much wider effect: brought in by Lord Chancellor (via M of Rolls)Brought in under Part 51 which allows for pilot schemes (disclosure pilot for example): trying outAffects all types of possession claims not just reisdential24/25 June�Court admin: county court, fewer resources, LIPs, duty solicitor, block listing 
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The Practice Direction

1. This practice direction is made under rule 51.2 of the Civil Procedure Rules (“CPR”). It
is intended to assess modifications to the rules and Practice Directions that may be
necessary during the Coronavirus pandemic and the need to ensure that the
administration of justice, including the enforcement of orders, is carried out so as not to
endanger public health. As such it makes provision to stay proceedings for, and to
enforce, possession. It ceases to have effect on 30 October 2020.

2. Subject to paragraph 2A, all proceedings for possession brought under CPR Part 55
and all proceedings seeking to enforce an order for possession by a warrant or writ of
possession are stayed for a period of 90 days from the date this Direction comes into
force.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Worth looking at the wordingGoing back to look at aspects so don’t need to read in detailExplains purpose, and why I have picked out the particular elements I havePara 1:
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Cont…

2A. Paragraph 2 does not apply to:
(a) a claim against trespassers to which rule 55.6 applies;
(b) an application for an interim possession order under Section III of Part 55,
including the making of such an order, the hearing required by rule 55.25(4),
and any application made under rule 55.28(1); or
(c) an application for case management directions which are agreed by all
the parties.

3. For the avoidance of doubt, claims for injunctive relief are not subject to
the stay in paragraph 2, and the fact that a claim to which paragraph 2
applies will be stayed does not preclude the issue of such a claim.
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Which claims are affected?

• Any claim brought under CPR 55

• 55.1(a): possession claim: a claim for the recovery of possession of
land (including buildings or parts of buildings)

• 55.2(1): Part 55 procedure must be used for:
a possession claim by a landlord, former landlord, mortgagee,
licensor; a possession claim against trespassers; a claim for relief
from forfeiture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
55.1(a) defines possession claim as Brief word here: assume possession order soughtInjunction?Usually other relief: money claim rent arrears or the mortgage moneyWhole of the claim is stayedRelief from forfeiture: possession is given back if lost, on a claim for relief: not sure anyone dealt with a claim for relief with re-entry just before the stay and an inability to get back in 
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Effect of stay

• Halts proceedings
• Grant v Dawn Meats UK [2018] EWCA Civ 2212: when lifted, the

position between the parties is the same as when the stay was
imposed

• Directions
• What you can do during a stay: Arkin v Marshall [2020] EWCA Civ 620
• Limitation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Halts proceedings: should in principle have no hearings – hearings should go out of the listStay puts you into stasisOnly thing you can do is make an application to court to say it should be lifted (or possibly to argue that it was not in fact imposed)CPR 3.1 to make and lift staysDirections are stayed so cannot seek unless order if not complied withUseful to remind you here of PD 51ZA: amends CPR 3.8 to allow agreed amended directions up to 56 days without court order (rather than 28)Useful when the stay is liftedPlus court takes into account Covid-19 in considering applications for extensions of time Arkin 51: may be going too far to say parties not permitted to take any steps at allExpect can recover costs of steps taken in compliance with directions – even though not obliged to followAnd of settlement discussions
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Effect on enforcement

• Stays all proceedings seeking to enforce an order for possession by a
warrant or a writ

• Does not stay enforcement of money judgments or injunctions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To enforce a possession order need a warrant (County Court) so that bailiff will come and remove occupiers or writ (High Court) so that appoint HCt enforcement officer to do soStopped save in the exceptional casesPoint of a possession order: removal of the people from property so possession is returned
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Exception: injunction

• PD 51Z(3): claims for injunctive relief are not subject to the stay

• University College London Hospitals Foundation Trust v MB [2020]
EWHC 882 (QB)

• When might you want an injunction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In place since MarchAppears slightly surprising: for the avoidance of doubt – would one expect such a claim in Part 55 – never been clear practice to use for injunctionsProtestor casesHillingdon v PU [202] 5 WLUK 248Answer maybe that they are occupying only and not possessing so that not a claim for the recovery of possession or land but a claim requiring them to cease to be present (very technical distinction)Distinction based on remedyAlso no discretion/discretion (save in certain of the HA and RA cases)�Could you seek an injunction instead? In principle yes but court surprised and likely to refuse to exercise its discretionCan’t in the HA 1988 cases because tenancy only ends if enforce a possession orderMore expensive route in any eventInjunction exception as a way to deal with trespass before amendment of 51ZBlunt instrument: more court time (though poss High Court more common) and remedy imprisonment not helpful in Covid-19Next exceptio
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Exception: Trespassers

• PD 51Z(2A)(a): a claim against trespassers to which rule 55.6 applies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not to the claim and not to enforcementLook at more closelyTrespass as a matter of general law: someone present without consent: no lease, licence
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Exception: Trespassers

• PD 51Z(2A)(a): a claim against trespassers to which rule 55.6 applies

• CPR 55.1(b): possession claim against trespassers: a claim for the
recovery of land which the claimant alleges is occupied only by a
person who entered or remained without consent

• Does not include a former tenant or sub-tenant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not quite the same meaning in 55Trespassers claim: slightly different rules of procedure about when to serve WS, time untiul hearing (shorter than normal) and defendant need not put in a defence (in claim against eg tenant, fact they don’t put in defence can be relevant to costs 
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Exception: Trespassers

• PD 51Z(2A)(a): a claim against trespassers to which rule 55.6 applies

• CPR 55.6: where the claim has been issued against persons
unknown, the claim must be served on those persons by attaching
copies to the main door, inserting copies addressed to the occupiers
through the letter box, or placing the claim on stakes in places which
are clearly visible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slightly summarise 55.6Persons unknown: when you don’t know the namesWay of suing in any event though you need to describe them in Particulars so they know if being made party (eg people occupying)Grammatically: Whether claim only against PU or against named person and PUThe latter because in a mixed claim you still need to serve that waySo 55.6 applies in such a claim because it’s relevant to you. You have to look and complyThere aren’t two claims, one against named person, one against PUNo authority on thisCould have been clearerSuggests a sneaky way out:Worried court thinks PU only, don’t name?Cases on protestors which emphasis importance of naming themAccess to justice point: entitled to know if a partyAbuse to avoid naming someone you knowGet the “I’m Charlie” cases. Wrong not to add that name, but very odd that the mere naming of self prevents stay exception Alternative is add PU to list: abuse to do that if clear no-one else thereNot always clearWhat court trying to do is get out the pure trespass cases (break ins not overstaying welcome) but clumsyIPO version probably better
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Trespassers: the approach of the court

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Practically what do you do? Depends on courtsMixed answersMake claim PUPut in names if know themPossibly if urgent include injunction claim or apply to lift stay exceptional  ie explaining urgency
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Exception: interim possession orders (trespassers)

• Failure to comply with the possession order is a criminal offence

• The only claim is for against trespassers for the recovery of premises
• The claimant has the immediate right to possession and has had that

right throughout the period of unlawful occupation
• The claim is made within 28 days of the date the claimant first knew

that the defendant was in occupation
• The claim cannot be made against a defendant who entered or

remained on the premises with the consent of a person who at the
time had an immediate right to possession

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Penal noticeTwo stages: first hearing get an IPO with penal notice if court satisfied on the papersBit like urgent interim injunctionThen final hearing Eg can’t use where licenced by seller which ceases on your purchase
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Exceptions: exceptional circumstances

• Arkin v Marshall [2020] EWCA Civ 620

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hard to think of an exceptionSave for the case where the government needed possession for eg a Covid 19 related reasonOr an occupier who posing a risk to the occupants and an injunction was not practicalOr if it’s only PU which are exceptedOr possibly an appeal? Number of appeals that have happened under the stay I noteRetain the stay for enforcement
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Directions

• PD 51Z(3): claims can be issued
• PD 51Z(2A)(c): applications for case management directions which

are agreed by the parties
• Arkin v Marshall [2020] EWCA Civ 620: can comply
• Cannot apply to enforce agreed directions
• Relevance after stay
• Likely wrong otherwise for a court to make directions during the stay

for post the expected lifting
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How is this working in court?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ListingAppealsLikely lifting?
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